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LYNN M. BUNCH, INTUITIVE EDUCATOR & SPEAKER BIO

Realizing that her life path was to educate people on how to use their intuition - an ability she possessed since childhood to make life changes, Lynn M. Bunch founded Intuitive Development, LLC in 1996. Since then, she has empowered thousands of individuals in their career, finance and relationship goals, and has been featured in *The Phoenix Business Journal, Phoenix Magazine* and *Green Living*.

**At The Center for Intuitive Development** our purpose is to help you know, trust and guide yourself with clarity and confidence in all areas of your life, personally and professionally, using the most valuable tool you already have - your intuition.

Our online courses, individualized programs, and team of Consultants are here to support you with integrated practical, physical and spiritual guidance.
WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT ALONG THE WAY?

1. DEVELOP YOUR INTUITION PERSONALLY & PROFESSIONALLY
2. WITH A GROUNDED UNDERSTANDING OF SELF & CONNECTION TO OTHERS
3. CREATING RESULTS & Navigating AN AUTHENTIC PATH TO THE LIFE YOU DESIRE

Studies have shown how stress-based resilience not only improves morale and company culture, but also the physical health of your organizational members.

Our 9-Course Intuitive Curriculum is designed to empower your leaders and organization to navigate stress, obstacles and decision-making like never before utilizing their intuition.

- Workshops & retreats
- Leadership development
- Company & character building
- Confident interactions
- Stress mastery
- Motivational

"Lynn is an effective Speaker...being intuitive, she adapts her presentation to her audience. She's been great with our group in gauging the level of openness and receptivity. Today's business decisions are complex and require one to use intuition now more than ever. My organization has improved in all areas as a result from sales to reputation, to employee retention."

- Dorothy S., Franchise Owner, McDonalds
“Words can't do justice to explain the blessing that Intuitive Development has been for my husband and I. First of all, we wouldn't be married in a beautiful home, or building a business and life together. My husband and I were at a fork in the road and that's how our journey began. We worked through the guided Intuitive Curriculum, developed our personal Blueprint, and are now officially a part of an amazing community. Life is always changing, but how you choose to move through life is a choice.”

- Kristin V., Financial Analyst

“Lynn is an experienced Speaker with a unique, results-driven presentation style! Using practical steps that lead to complete understandings, she guides her audience through educational intuitive processes to uncover and develop the 'magic' that lays dormant within us all.”

- Ricardo S., PHD, Author, Human Rights Activist

"Lynn is a well-respected and highly sought after Intuitive Educator. She teaches people how to embrace and listen to their intuition. Her teachings have been instrumental in individuals and corporations nationwide reaching goals that align with their purpose. Her concepts are life-changing! She has been with us before and we've had numerous requests to have her back to share more of her expertise. I can also personally attest to the incredible impact Lynn, her teachings, team and center have when you are open to them! Since working with the center, I have experienced increased growth and happiness in career, relationships and finances. You will LOVE hearing from and interacting with Lynn and her team!"

- Heather R., Founder of FoxFire Events
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______________________ Speaker, Author & Intuitive Educator ____________________

MEDIA COVERAGE

Press
Arizona Business Journal
Arizona Mind, Body & Spirit
Raising Arizona Kids
Spirit Anchor

Books on Amazon

Intuitive Intelligence Podcast Series on iTunes

Social Media
• Facebook
• YouTube
• Twitter
• Instagram
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